Expert in assembly and automation process.

GUY NEYRET SAS

Rotary indexing Ring with large Diameters

In addition to rotary indexing rings with diameters of 480 – 720 and 1040 mm, to the patented Multi Speed system which allows to carry out slow process operations during high speed assemblies,

GNsa has been extending its product range with a rotary indexing ring of 1440 mm diameter, up to 45 Stations.

Labelling Solution

Totally independent unrolling and placement of multi-format labels :

- Tape control by Datamatrix reading.
- Variable data printing.
- Printing control by vision.
- Advance precision by Servomotor.
- The management of non-compliant labels is without impact on efficiency and products.

Force-Stroke Station

This very compact station enables to fit parts at constant position regardless of the variability of components tolerances, with a force control up to 150 DaN.

- Stroke control by servomotor.
- Referencing by components palpation.
- Continuous force monitoring and graphic display.

Handling Systems Portfolio

- Standard or customized.
- Autonomous or integrated.

Perfect solution to feed fragile and complex components.

Designed to work in cleanrooms, ISO 7 and 8.
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